A concerted effort was made to make Chapter 1 a unique, groundbreaking glass tile and mosaic program, and we pulled out all the stops when it came to product design. Years of development, trial and error have delivered a glass collection whose main focus is artisan craftsmanship.

Each and every mosaic begins life as molten glass hand poured and pressed into one of four distinctive shapes: 5/8” Hex, 3/4” Penny Round, “Droplet,” and a “Beveled Elongated Hex.” Color and finishing techniques are then applied to give each color-way (Diamond, Champagne, Hazel, and Silhouette) its own unique personality and bespoke flair.

In addition to the new handcrafted glass mosaics, we wanted to provide product options for those who prefer a modern design schema. Therefore, we kept our most popular glass mosaics, and gloss field tiles from the previous release of Suite Glass, which give great balance to the line.

In total, Chapter 1 Suite Glass now boasts a healthy lineup of over 20 mosaics, created by six mosaic shapes in 11 unparalleled color offerings. This of course is augmented by eight 3” x 6” field tiles in complementary colors, with corresponding pencil liners for use as transition and finishing pieces.
### PRODUCT OFFERINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MOSAICS</th>
<th>Beveled Elongated Hex - 10 1/2” x 11 3/4”</th>
<th>Droplet - 10 1/4” x 10 3/8”</th>
<th>3/4” Penny Round Mosaic - 11 1/8” x 11 1/4”</th>
<th>5/8” Hex Mosaic - 11” x 11 1/4”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diamond</td>
<td>10118</td>
<td>10119</td>
<td>10117</td>
<td>10120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Champagne</td>
<td>10122</td>
<td>10123</td>
<td>10121</td>
<td>10124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazel</td>
<td>10126</td>
<td>10127</td>
<td>10125</td>
<td>10128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silhouette</td>
<td>10130</td>
<td>10131</td>
<td>10129</td>
<td>10132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varadero</td>
<td></td>
<td>10904</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arica</td>
<td></td>
<td>10905</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trikora</td>
<td></td>
<td>10906</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boracay</td>
<td></td>
<td>10901</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frost</td>
<td></td>
<td>10401</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titanium</td>
<td></td>
<td>10404</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mica</td>
<td></td>
<td>10403</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FIELD TILES+LINERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Gloss Field - 3” x 6”</th>
<th>Satin Field - 3” x 6”</th>
<th>Gloss Liner - 3/4” x 8”</th>
<th>Satin Liner - 3/4” x 8”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diamond</td>
<td>10113</td>
<td>10114</td>
<td>10133</td>
<td>10134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Champagne</td>
<td>10115</td>
<td>10116</td>
<td>10135</td>
<td>10136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazel</td>
<td>10106</td>
<td>10107</td>
<td>10112</td>
<td>10113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silhouette</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polaris White</td>
<td>10138</td>
<td>10139</td>
<td>10136</td>
<td>10137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buff</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haze</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dew</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please Note:
All product shots are artistic interpretations of actual product. Due to
the nature of the printing process, and/or screen color calibration we
recommend obtaining physical samples of product for actual color
representation.

Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics are designed to have minor shade and
color variation. The variances in surface and edge texture are natural
characteristics of this glass. The handcrafted effects of shallow cracks,
indents, and edge chipping are intentional and once installed add to the
unique beauty of Chapter 1 Suite Glass.

* Mosaics pass ANSI 137.2 “Thermal Shock Resistance of Glass Tile.”

Designed & imported by Jeffrey Court in California.
PART # 10107

Name: Liner .75” x 8”

Color: Buff

Finish: Gloss

Size: .75” x 8”

Thickness: 8

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.041666667 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 0.2 lbs

Case Qty: 168

Material(s) Used:
Colored Glass

Application:
No installation is complete without the finishing touch of dramatic decorative and architectural mouldings. Each of Jeffrey Court’s Chapters feature distinctive decorative and architectural mouldings designed specifically to coordinate with each individual collection. From oversized, ornate carved strips to “beefy” rustic crowns and bases, there is a perfect choice of decorative and architectural mouldings to complete any design. Crafted from natural stone, ceramic, metal and glass, the choices of decorative and architectural mouldings are uniquely Jeffrey Court. Discover how the addition of a glass dome liner to an elegant glass mosaic backsplash can define a space. Combine a metallic dome with natural stone for an unexpected accent that beautifully complements the design. All of Jeffrey Court’s decorative and architectural mouldings provide the perfect final touch to any installation.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to ~ease” sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:

620 PARKRIDGE AVE.  |  NORCO, CA 92860  
Part # 10112

Name: Liner .75” x 8”
Color: Polaris White
Finish: Gloss
Size: 0.75” x 8”
Thickness: 8

Coverage (Per Piece):  0.041666667 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 0.2 lbs
Case Qty: 168

Material(s) Used:
Colored Glass

Application:
No installation is complete without the finishing touch of dramatic decorative and architectural mouldings. Each of Jeffrey Court’s Chapters feature distinctive decorative and architectural mouldings designed specifically to coordinate with each individual collection. From oversized, ornate carved strips to “beefy” rustic crowns and bases, there is a perfect choice of decorative and architectural mouldings to complete any design. Crafted from natural stone, ceramic, metal and glass, the choices of decorative and architectural mouldings are uniquely Jeffrey Court. Discover how the addition of a glass dome liner to an elegant glass mosaic backsplash can define a space. Combine a metallic dome with natural stone for an unexpected accent that beautifully complements the design. All of Jeffrey Court’s decorative and architectural mouldings provide the perfect final touch to any installation.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to “ease” sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:

BB10106
Part # 10133

Name: Liner .75” x 8”
Color: Diamond
Finish: Satin
Size: 0.75” x 8”
Thickness: 8
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.041666667 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 0.237 lbs
Case Qty: 60

Material(s) Used:
Colored Glass-Foil Back

Application:
No installation is complete without the finishing touch of dramatic decorative and architectural mouldings. Each of Jeffrey Court’s Chapters feature distinctive decorative and architectural mouldings designed specifically to coordinate with each individual collection. From oversized, ornate carved strips to “beefy” rustic crowns and bases, there is a perfect choice of decorative and architectural mouldings to complete any design. Crafted from natural stone, ceramic, metal and glass, the choices of decorative and architectural mouldings are uniquely Jeffrey Court. Discover how the addition of a glass dome liner to an elegant glass mosaic backsplash can define a space. Combine a metallic dome with natural stone for an unexpected accent that beautifully complements the design. All of Jeffrey Court’s decorative and architectural mouldings provide the perfect final touch to any installation.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to “ease” sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 10134

Name: Liner .75” x 8”

Color: Champagne

Finish: Satin

Size: 0.75” x 8”

Thickness: 8

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.041666667 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 0.2 lbs

Case Qty: 60

Material(s) Used:
Colored Glass-Foil Back

Application:
No installation is complete without the finishing touch of dramatic decorative and architectural mouldings. Each of Jeffrey Court’s Chapters feature distinctive decorative and architectural mouldings designed specifically to coordinate with each individual collection. From oversized, ornate carved strips to “beefy” rustic crowns and bases, there is a perfect choice of decorative and architectural mouldings to complete any design. Crafted from natural stone, ceramic, metal and glass, the choices of decorative and architectural mouldings are uniquely Jeffrey Court. Discover how the addition of a glass dome liner to an elegant glass mosaic backsplash can define a space. Combine a metallic dome with natural stone for an unexpected accent that beautifully complements the design. All of Jeffrey Court’s decorative and architectural mouldings provide the perfect final touch to any installation.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to “ease” sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 10135

Name: Liner .75” x 8”

Color: Hazel

Finish: Satin

Size: 0.75” x 8”

Thickness: 8

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.041666667 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 0.2 lbs

Case Qty: 60

Material(s) Used:
Colored Glass-Foil Back

Application:
No installation is complete without the finishing touch of dramatic decorative and architectural mouldings. Each of Jeffrey Court’s Chapters feature distinctive decorative and architectural mouldings designed specifically to coordinate with each individual collection. From oversized, ornate carved strips to “beefy” rustic crowns and bases, there is a perfect choice of decorative and architectural mouldings to complete any design. Crafted from natural stone, ceramic, metal and glass, the choices of decorative and architectural mouldings are uniquely Jeffrey Court. Discover how the addition of a glass dome liner to an elegant glass mosaic backsplash can define a space. Combine a metallic dome with natural stone for an unexpected accent that beautifully complements the design. All of Jeffrey Court’s decorative and architectural mouldings provide the perfect final touch to any installation.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to ~ease” sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 10136
Name: Liner .75” x 8”
Color: Silhouette
Finish: Satin
Size: 0.75” x 8”
Thickness: 8
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.041666667 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 0.2 lbs
Case Qty: 60
Material(s) Used:
Colored Glass-Foil Back

Application:
No installation is complete without the finishing touch of dramatic decorative and architectural mouldings. Each of Jeffrey Court’s Chapters feature distinctive decorative and architectural mouldings designed specifically to coordinate with each individual collection. From oversized, ornate carved strips to “beefy” rustic crowns and bases, there is a perfect choice of decorative and architectural mouldings to complete any design. Crafted from natural stone, ceramic, metal and glass, the choices of decorative and architectural mouldings are uniquely Jeffrey Court. Discover how the addition of a glass dome liner to an elegant glass mosaic backsplash can define a space. Combine a metallic dome with natural stone for an unexpected accent that beautifully complements the design. All of Jeffrey Court’s decorative and architectural mouldings provide the perfect final touch to any installation.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to “ease” sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 10139

Name: Liner .75” x 8”

Color: Dew

Finish: Gloss

Size: 0.75” x 8”

Thickness: 8

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.041666667 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 0.2 lbs

Case Qty: 168

Material(s) Used:
Colored Glass

Application:
No installation is complete without the finishing touch of dramatic decorative and architectural mouldings. Each of Jeffrey Court’s Chapters feature distinctive decorative and architectural mouldings designed specifically to coordinate with each individual collection. From oversized, ornate carved strips to “beefy” rustic crowns and bases, there is a perfect choice of decorative and architectural mouldings to complete any design. Crafted from natural stone, ceramic, metal and glass, the choices of decorative and architectural mouldings are uniquely Jeffrey Court. Discover how the addition of a glass dome liner to an elegant glass mosaic backsplash can define a space. Combine a metallic dome with natural stone for an unexpected accent that beautifully complements the design. All of Jeffrey Court’s decorative and architectural mouldings provide the perfect final touch to any installation.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to “ease” sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 10140

Name: Liner .75” x 8”
Color: Haze
Finish: Gloss
Size: 0.75” x 8”
Thickness: 8
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.041666667 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 0.2 lbs
Case Qty: 168

Material(s) Used:
Colored Glass

Application:
No installation is complete without the finishing touch of dramatic decorative and architectural mouldings. Each of Jeffrey Court’s Chapters feature distinctive decorative and architectural mouldings designed specifically to coordinate with each individual collection. From oversized, ornate carved strips to “beefy” rustic crowns and bases, there is a perfect choice of decorative and architectural mouldings to complete any design. Crafted from natural stone, ceramic, metal and glass, the choices of decorative and architectural mouldings are uniquely Jeffrey Court. Discover how the addition of a glass dome liner to an elegant glass mosaic backsplash can define a space. Combine a metallic dome with natural stone for an unexpected accent that beautifully complements the design. All of Jeffrey Court’s decorative and architectural mouldings provide the perfect final touch to any installation.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to “ease” sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 10101

Name: Field 3” x 6”
Color: Buff
Finish: Gloss
Size: 3” x 6”
Thickness: 8

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.125 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Sqft
Weight per Unit of Measure: 4 lbs
Case Qty: 9

Material(s) Used:
Colored Glass

Application:
Glass field tiles offer a level of color flare and translucence that is unmatched by any other substrate. Keep it simple with a single color, or mix and match to make 'larger than life' patterns.

Glass Field Tile’s are recommended for use in: Interior Walls, Standard Shower Walls. Glass Field Tile’s are NOT recommended for use in: Exterior Applications, Interior Floors, Wet Areas (submerged), Steam Showers, Shower Floors.

Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to -ease” sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:

BB10101
Part # 10106

Name: Field 3” x 6”
Color: Polaris White
Finish: Gloss
Size: 3” x 6”
Thickness: 8
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.125 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Sqft
Weight per Unit of Measure: 4 lbs
Case Qty: 9

Material(s) Used:
Colored Glass

Application:
Glass field tiles offer a level of color flare and translucence that is unmatched by any other substrate. Keep it simple with a single color, or mix and match to make ‘larger than life’ patterns.

Glass Field Tile’s are recommended for use in: Interior Walls, Standard Shower Walls. Glass Field Tile’s are NOT recommended for use in: Exterior Applications, Interior Floors, Wet Areas (submerged), Steam Showers, Shower Floors.

Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to ~ease” sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:
BB10106
Part # 10113

Name: Field 3” x 6”
Color: Diamond
Finish: Satin
Size: 3” x 6”
Thickness: 8

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.125 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Sqft
Weight per Unit of Measure: 4 lbs
Case Qty: 7.5

Material(s) Used:
Colored Glass-Foil Back

Application:
Glass field tiles offer a level of color flare and translucence that is unmatched by any other substrate. Keep it simple with a single color, or mix and match to make ‘larger than life’ patterns.

Glass Field Tile’s are recommended for use in: Interior Walls, Standard Shower Walls. Glass Field Tile’s are NOT recommended for use in: Exterior Applications, Interior Floors, Wet Areas (submerged), Steam Showers, Shower Floors.

Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to –ease” sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:
BB10113  M142
Part # 10114

Name: Field 3” x 6”
Color: Champagne
Finish: Satin
Size: 3” x 6”
Thickness: 8

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.125 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Sqft
Weight per Unit of Measure: 4 lbs
Case Qty: 7.5

Material(s) Used:
Colored Glass-Foil Back

**Application:**
Glass field tiles offer a level of color flare and translucence that is unmatched by any other substrate. Keep it simple with a single color, or mix and match to make ‘larger than life’ patterns.

Glass Field Tile's are recommended for use in: Interior Walls, Standard Shower Walls. Glass Field Tile's are NOT recommended for use in: Exterior Applications, Interior Floors, Wet Areas (submerged), Steam Showers, Shower Floors.

**Special Notes:**
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to ‘ease’ sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 10115
Name: Field 3” x 6”
Color: Hazel
Finish: Satin
Size: 3” x 6”
Thickness: 8

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.125 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Sqft
Weight per Unit of Measure: 4 lbs
Case Qty: 7.5

Material(s) Used:
Colored Glass-Foil Back

Application:
Glass field tiles offer a level of color flare and translucence that is unmatched by any other substrate. Keep it simple with a single color, or mix and match to make 'larger than life' patterns.

Glass Field Tile’s are recommended for use in: Interior Walls, Standard Shower Walls. Glass Field Tile’s are NOT recommended for use in: Exterior Applications, Interior Floors, Wet Areas (submerged), Steam Showers, Shower Floors.

Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to “ease” sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 10116

Name: Field 3” x 6”
Color: Silhouette
Finish: Satin
Size: 3” x 6”
Thickness: 8
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.125 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Sqft
Weight per Unit of Measure: 4 lbs
Case Qty: 7.5

Material(s) Used:
Colored Glass-Foil Back

Application:
Glass field tiles offer a level of color flare and translucence that is unmatched by any other substrate. Keep it simple with a single color, or mix and match to make 'larger than life' patterns.

Glass Field Tile's are recommended for use in: Interior Walls, Standard Shower Walls. Glass Field Tile's are NOT recommended for use in: Exterior Applications, Interior Floors, Wet Areas (submerged), Steam Showers, Shower Floors.

Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to -ease” sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:

620 PARKRIDGE AVE. | NORCO, CA 92860
Part # 10137

Name: Field 3” x 6”
Color: Dew
Finish: Gloss
Size: 3” x 6”
Thickness: 8

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.125 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Sqft
Weight per Unit of Measure: 4 lbs
Case Qty: 9

Material(s) Used:
Colored Glass

Application:
Glass field tiles offer a level of color flare and translucence that is unmatched by any other substrate. Keep it simple with a single color, or mix and match to make ‘larger than life’ patterns.

Glass Field Tile’s are recommended for use in: Interior Walls, Standard Shower Walls. Glass Field Tile’s are NOT recommended for use in: Exterior Applications, Interior Floors, Wet Areas (submerged), Steam Showers, Shower Floors.

Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to ‘ease” sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:

BB10137

Touch Board

Montage Board

M143
Part # 10138

Name: Field 3” x 6”
Color: Haze
Finish: Gloss
Size: 3” x 6”
Thickness: 8

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.125 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Sqft
Weight per Unit of Measure: 4 lbs
Case Qty: 9

Material(s) Used: Colored Glass

Application:
Glass field tiles offer a level of color flare and translucence that is unmatched by any other substrate. Keep it simple with a single color, or mix and match to make 'larger than life' patterns.

Glass Field Tile’s are recommended for use in: Interior Walls, Standard Shower Walls. Glass Field Tile’s are NOT recommended for use in: Exterior Applications, Interior Floors, Wet Areas (submerged), Steam Showers, Shower Floors.

Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to –ease” sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:
BB10138
Montage Board
M144
Part # 10117

Name: 5/8” Hex
Color: Diamond
Finish: Gloss / Satin
Size: 11.25” x 11”
Thickness: 6

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.859375 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 1.83 lbs
Case Qty: 15

Material(s) Used:
Pressed Glass

Application:
Mosaics offer sparkle and glamour to shower walls, tub surrounds, kitchen backsplashes and a variety of home decor options. The decorative mosaic sheets and medleys found in many Jeffrey Court chapters are designed to work beautifully on their own or in combination with other Jeffrey Court natural stone and ceramic chapters. Our variety of mosaics offers a brilliant solution for any design criteria and ranges from tumbled glass squares and rounds to frosted glass with metal, ceramic, and crushed glass accents. All glass mosaics are emulsified color-thru body for intense color resolution and brilliance.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to “ease” sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 10118

Name: Beveled Elongated Hex
Color: Diamond
Finish: Gloss / Satin
Size: 11.375” x 10.5”
Thickness: 6

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.829427083 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 1.87 lbs
Case Qty: 15

Material(s) Used:
Pressed Glass

Application:
Mosaics offer sparkle and glamour to shower walls, tub surrounds, kitchen backsplashes and a variety of home decor options. The decorative mosaic sheets and medleys found in many Jeffrey Court chapters are designed to work beautifully on their own or in combination with other Jeffrey Court natural stone and ceramic chapters. Our variety of mosaics offers a brilliant solution for any design criteria and ranges from tumbled glass squares and rounds to frosted glass with metal, ceramic, and crushed glass accents. All glass mosaics are emulsified color-thru body for intense color resolution and brilliance.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to ease sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:
BB10118
Part # 10119
Name: Droplet
Color: Diamond
Finish: Gloss / Satin
Size: 10.375” x 10.25”
Thickness: 6
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.738498264 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 1.9 lbs
Case Qty: 15
Material(s) Used:
Pressed Glass

Application:
Mosaics offer sparkle and glamour to shower walls, tub surrounds, kitchen backsplashes and a variety of home decor options. The decorative mosaic sheets and medleys found in many Jeffrey Court chapters are designed to work beautifully on their own or in combination with other Jeffrey Court natural stone and ceramic chapters. Our variety of mosaics offers a brilliant solution for any design criteria and ranges from tumbled glass squares and rounds to frosted glass with metal, ceramic, and crushed glass accents. All glass mosaics are emulsified color-thru body for intense color resolution and brilliance.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to “ease” sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:

BB10119
Part # 10120

Name: 3/4" Penny

Color: Diamond

Finish: Gloss / Satin

Size: 11.875" x 11.125"

Thickness: 6

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.917426215 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 2.08 lbs

Case Qty: 15

Material(s) Used:
Pressed Glass

Application:
Mosaics offer sparkle and glamour to shower walls, tub surrounds, kitchen backsplashes and a variety of home decor options. The decorative mosaic sheets and medleys found in many Jeffrey Court chapters are designed to work beautifully on their own or in combination with other Jeffrey Court natural stone and ceramic chapters. Our variety of mosaics offers a brilliant solution for any design criteria and ranges from tumbled glass squares and rounds to frosted glass with metal, ceramic, and crushed glass accents. All glass mosaics are emulsified color-thru body for intense color resolution and brilliance.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to "ease" sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 10121

Name: 5/8” Hex

Color: Champagne

Finish: Gloss / Satin

Size: 11.25” x 11”

Thickness: 6

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.859375 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 1.83 lbs

Case Qty: 15

Material(s) Used:
Pressed Glass

Application:
Mosaics offer sparkle and glamour to shower walls, tub surrounds, kitchen backsplashes and a variety of home decor options. The decorative mosaic sheets and medleys found in many Jeffrey Court chapters are designed to work beautifully on their own or in combination with other Jeffrey Court natural stone and ceramic chapters. Our variety of mosaics offers a brilliant solution for any design criteria and ranges from tumbled glass squares and rounds to frosted glass with metal, ceramic, and crushed glass accents. All glass mosaics are emulsified color-thru body for intense color resolution and brilliance.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to ~ease~ sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:

BB10121
Part # 10122

Name: Beveled Elongated Hex

Color: Champagne

Finish: Gloss / Satin

Size: 11.375” x 10.5”

Thickness: 6

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.829427083 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 1.87 lbs

Case Qty: 15

Material(s) Used: Pressed Glass

Application:
Mosaics offer sparkle and glamour to shower walls, tub surrounds, kitchen backsplashes and a variety of home decor options. The decorative mosaic sheets and medleys found in many Jeffrey Court chapters are designed to work beautifully on their own or in combination with other Jeffrey Court natural stone and ceramic chapters. Our variety of mosaics offers a brilliant solution for any design criteria and ranges from tumbled glass squares and rounds to frosted glass with metal, ceramic, and crushed glass accents. All glass mosaics are emulsified color-thru body for intense color resolution and brilliance.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to ease sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 10123
Name: Droplet
Color: Champagne
Finish: Gloss / Satin
Size: 10.375” x 10.25”
Thickness: 6
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.738498264 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 1.9 lbs
Case Qty: 15
Material(s) Used:
Pressed Glass

Application:
Mosaics offer sparkle and glamour to shower walls, tub surrounds, kitchen backsplashes and a variety of home decor options. The decorative mosaic sheets and medleys found in many Jeffrey Court chapters are designed to work beautifully on their own or in combination with other Jeffrey Court natural stone and ceramic chapters. Our variety of mosaics offers a brilliant solution for any design criteria and ranges from tumbled glass squares and rounds to frosted glass with metal, ceramic, and crushed glass accents. All glass mosaics are emulsified color-thru body for intense color resolution and brilliance.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to “ease” sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:

BB10123
Montage Board M139
SPECIFICATION SHEET - CHAPTER 1 SUITE GLASS

Part # 10124

Name: 3/4” Penny
Color: Champagne
Finish: Gloss / Satin
Size: 11.875” x 11.125”
Thickness: 6

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.917426215 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 2.08 lbs
Case Qty: 15

Material(s) Used:
Pressed Glass

Application:
Mosaics offer sparkle and glamour to shower walls, tub surrounds, kitchen backsplashes and a variety of home decor options. The decorative mosaic sheets and medleys found in many Jeffrey Court chapters are designed to work beautifully on their own or in combination with other Jeffrey Court natural stone and ceramic chapters. Our variety of mosaics offers a brilliant solution for any design criteria and ranges from tumbled glass squares and rounds to frosted glass with metal, ceramic, and crushed glass accents. All glass mosaics are emulsified color-thru body for intense color resolution and brilliance.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to “ease” sharp edge. 

Samples Featured On:
Part # 10125
Name: 5/8" Hex
Color: Hazel
Finish: Gloss / Satin
Size: 11.25" x 11"
Thickness: 6
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.859375 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 1.83 lbs
Case Qty: 15
Material(s) Used: Pressed Glass

Application:
Mosaics offer sparkle and glamour to shower walls, tub surrounds, kitchen backsplashes and a variety of home decor options. The decorative mosaic sheets and medleys found in many Jeffrey Court chapters are designed to work beautifully on their own or in combination with other Jeffrey Court natural stone and ceramic chapters. Our variety of mosaics offers a brilliant solution for any design criteria and ranges from tumbled glass squares and rounds to frosted glass with metal, ceramic, and crushed glass accents. All glass mosaics are emulsified color-thru body for intense color resolution and brilliance.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to “ease” sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 10126

Name: Beveled Elongated Hex

Color: Hazel

Finish: Gloss / Satin

Size: 11.375” x 10.5”

Thickness: 6

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.829427083 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 1.87 lbs

Case Qty: 15

Material(s) Used:
Pressed Glass

Application:
Mosaics offer sparkle and glamour to shower walls, tub surrounds, kitchen backsplashes and a variety of home decor options. The decorative mosaic sheets and medleys found in many Jeffrey Court chapters are designed to work beautifully on their own or in combination with other Jeffrey Court natural stone and ceramic chapters. Our variety of mosaics offers a brilliant solution for any design criteria and ranges from tumbled glass squares and rounds to frosted glass with metal, ceramic, and crushed glass accents. All glass mosaics are emulsified color-thru body for intense color resolution and brilliance.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to "ease" sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 10127
Name: Droplet
Color: Hazel
Finish: Gloss / Satin
Size: 10.375” x 10.25”
Thickness: 6
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.738498264 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 1.9 lbs
Case Qty: 15
Material(s) Used: Pressed Glass

Application:
Mosaics offer sparkle and glamour to shower walls, tub surrounds, kitchen backsplashes and a variety of home decor options. The decorative mosaic sheets and medleys found in many Jeffrey Court chapters are designed to work beautifully on their own or in combination with other Jeffrey Court natural stone and ceramic chapters. Our variety of mosaics offers a brilliant solution for any design criteria and ranges from tumbled glass squares and rounds to frosted glass with metal, ceramic, and crushed glass accents. All glass mosaics are emulsified color-thru body for intense color resolution and brilliance.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to “ease” sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:
BB10127
Part # 10128

Name: 3/4" Penny

Color: Hazel

Finish: Gloss / Satin

Size: 11.875” x 11.125”

Thickness: 6

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.917426215 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 2.08 lbs

Case Qty: 15

Material(s) Used:
Pressed Glass

Application:
Mosaics offer sparkle and glamour to shower walls, tub surrounds, kitchen backsplashes and a variety of home decor options. The decorative mosaic sheets and medleys found in many Jeffrey Court chapters are designed to work beautifully on their own or in combination with other Jeffrey Court natural stone and ceramic chapters. Our variety of mosaics offers a brilliant solution for any design criteria and ranges from tumbled glass squares and rounds to frosted glass with metal, ceramic, and crushed glass accents. All glass mosaics are emulsified color-thru body for intense color resolution and brilliance.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to "ease" sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 10129

Name: 5/8” Hex
Color: Silhouette
Finish: Gloss / Satin
Size: 11.25” x 11”
Thickness: 6

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.859375 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 1.83 lbs
Case Qty: 15

Material(s) Used:
Pressed Glass

Application:
Mosaics offer sparkle and glamour to shower walls, tub surrounds, kitchen backsplashes and a variety of home decor options. The decorative mosaic sheets and medleys found in many Jeffrey Court chapters are designed to work beautifully on their own or in combination with other Jeffrey Court natural stone and ceramic chapters. Our variety of mosaics offers a brilliant solution for any design criteria and ranges from tumbled glass squares and rounds to frosted glass with metal, ceramic, and crushed glass accents. All glass mosaics are emulsified color-thru body for intense color resolution and brilliance.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to “ease” sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:

BB10129
Part # 10130

Name: Beveled Elongated Hex
Color: Silhouette
Finish: Gloss / Satin
Size: 11.375” x 10.5”
Thickness: 6

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.829427083 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 1.87 lbs
Case Qty: 15

Material(s) Used:
Pressed Glass

Application:
Mosaics offer sparkle and glamour to shower walls, tub surrounds, kitchen backsplashes and a variety of home decor options. The decorative mosaic sheets and medleys found in many Jeffrey Court chapters are designed to work beautifully on their own or in combination with other Jeffrey Court natural stone and ceramic chapters. Our variety of mosaics offers a brilliant solution for any design criteria and ranges from tumbled glass squares and rounds to frosted glass with metal, ceramic, and crushed glass accents. All glass mosaics are emulsified color-thru body for intense color resolution and brilliance.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to “ease” sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 10131

Name: Droplet

Color: Silhouette

Finish: Gloss / Satin

Size: 10.375" x 10.25"

Thickness: 6

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.738498264 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 1.9 lbs

Case Qty: 15

Material(s) Used:
Pressed Glass

Application:
Mosaics offer sparkle and glamour to shower walls, tub surrounds, kitchen backsplashes and a variety of home decor options. The decorative mosaic sheets and medleys found in many Jeffrey Court chapters are designed to work beautifully on their own or in combination with other Jeffrey Court natural stone and ceramic chapters. Our variety of mosaics offers a brilliant solution for any design criteria and ranges from tumbled glass squares and rounds to frosted glass with metal, ceramic, and crushed glass accents. All glass mosaics are emulsified color-thru body for intense color resolution and brilliance.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to "ease" sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 10132

Name: 3/4” Penny
Color: Silhouette
Finish: Gloss / Satin
Size: 11.875” x 11.125”
Thickness: 6

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.917426215 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 2.08 lbs
Case Qty: 15

Material(s) Used:
Pressed Glass

Application:
Mosaics offer sparkle and glamour to shower walls, tub surrounds, kitchen backsplashes and a variety of home decor options. The decorative mosaic sheets and medleys found in many Jeffrey Court chapters are designed to work beautifully on their own or in combination with other Jeffrey Court natural stone and ceramic chapters. Our variety of mosaics offers a brilliant solution for any design criteria and ranges from tumbled glass squares and rounds to frosted glass with metal, ceramic, and crushed glass accents. All glass mosaics are emulsified color-thru body for intense color resolution and brilliance.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to ease sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:

620 PARKRIDGE AVE. | NORCO, CA 92860
Part # 10401
Name: Glisten
Color: Frost
Finish: Gloss
Size: 11.25” x 10.125”
Thickness: 8
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.791015625 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 2.63 lbs
Case Qty: 10
Material(s) Used: Colored Glass

Application:
Mosaics offer sparkle and glamour to shower walls, tub surrounds, kitchen backsplashes and a variety of home decor options. The decorative mosaic sheets and medleys found in many Jeffrey Court chapters are designed to work beautifully on their own or in combination with other Jeffrey Court natural stone and ceramic chapters. Our variety of mosaics offers a brilliant solution for any design criteria and ranges from tumbled glass squares and rounds to frosted glass with metal, ceramic, and crushed glass accents. All glass mosaics are emulsified color-thru body for intense color resolution and brilliance.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to -ease- sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:

Touch Board
BB10401

Montage Board
M143
SPECIFICATION SHEET - CHAPTER 1 SUITE GLASS

Part # 10403
Name: Glisten
Color: Mica
Finish: Gloss
Size: 11.25“ x 10.125”
Thickness: 8
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.791015625 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 2.63 lbs
Case Qty: 10
Material(s) Used:
Colored Glass

Application:
Mosaics offer sparkle and glamour to shower walls, tub surrounds, kitchen backsplashes and a variety of home decor options. The decorative mosaic sheets and medleys found in many Jeffrey Court chapters are designed to work beautifully on their own or in combination with other Jeffrey Court natural stone and ceramic chapters. Our variety of mosaics offers a brilliant solution for any design criteria and ranges from tumbled glass squares and rounds to frosted glass with metal, ceramic, and crushed glass accents. All glass mosaics are emulsified color-thru body for intense color resolution and brilliance.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to “ease” sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:

BB10403
Part # 10404

Name: Glisten

Color: Titanium

Finish: Gloss

Size: 11.25” x 10.125”

Thickness: 8

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.791015625 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 2.63 lbs

Case Qty: 10

Material(s) Used:
Colored Glass

Application:
Mosaics offer sparkle and glamour to shower walls, tub surrounds, kitchen backsplashes and a variety of home decor options. The decorative mosaic sheets and medleys found in many Jeffrey Court chapters are designed to work beautifully on their own or in combination with other Jeffrey Court natural stone and ceramic chapters. Our variety of mosaics offers a brilliant solution for any design criteria and ranges from tumbled glass squares and rounds to frosted glass with metal, ceramic, and crushed glass accents. All glass mosaics are emulsified color-thru body for intense color resolution and brilliance.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to “ease” sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:

BB10404
Speciation Sheet - Chapter 1 Suite Glass

Part # 10901

Name: Belle Mare

Color: Boracay

Finish: Matte

Size: 12” x 11.125”

Thickness: 8

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.927083333 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 2.87 lbs

Case Qty: 10

Material(s) Used:
Cold Spray Glass

Application:
Mosaics offer sparkle and glamour to shower walls, tub surrounds, kitchen backsplashes and a variety of home decor options. The decorative mosaic sheets and medleys found in many Jeffrey Court chapters are designed to work beautifully on their own or in combination with other Jeffrey Court natural stone and ceramic chapters. Our variety of mosaics offers a brilliant solution for any design criteria and ranges from tumbled glass squares and rounds to frosted glass with metal, ceramic, and crushed glass accents. All glass mosaics are emulsified color-thru body for intense color resolution and brilliance.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to ease sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:

BB10901
Part # 10904
Name: Belle Mare
Color: Varadero
Finish: Matte
Size: 12” x 11.125”
Thickness: 8
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.927083333 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 2.95 lbs
Case Qty: 10
Material(s) Used:
Cold Spray Glass

Application:
Mosaics offer sparkle and glamour to shower walls, tub surrounds, kitchen backsplashes and a variety of home decor options. The decorative mosaic sheets and medleys found in many Jeffrey Court chapters are designed to work beautifully on their own or in combination with other Jeffrey Court natural stone and ceramic chapters. Our variety of mosaics offers a brilliant solution for any design criteria and ranges from tumbled glass squares and rounds to frosted glass with metal, ceramic, and crushed glass accents. All glass mosaics are emulsified color-thru body for intense color resolution and brilliance.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to “ease” sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:

BB10904
Application:
Mosaics offer sparkle and glamour to shower walls, tub surrounds, kitchen backsplashes and a variety of home decor options. The decorative mosaic sheets and medleys found in many Jeffrey Court chapters are designed to work beautifully on their own or in combination with other Jeffrey Court natural stone and ceramic chapters. Our variety of mosaics offers a brilliant solution for any design criteria and ranges from tumbled glass squares and rounds to frosted glass with metal, ceramic, and crushed glass accents. All glass mosaics are emulsified color-thru body for intense color resolution and brilliance.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to “ease” sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:
Part # 10906
Name: Belle Mare
Color: Trikora
Finish: Matte
Size: 12” x 11.125”
Thickness: 8
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.927083333 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 2.9 lbs
Case Qty: 10
Material(s) Used:
Cold Spray Glass

Application:
Mosaics offer sparkle and glamour to shower walls, tub surrounds, kitchen backsplashes and a variety of home decor options. The decorative mosaic sheets and medleys found in many Jeffrey Court chapters are designed to work beautifully on their own or in combination with other Jeffrey Court natural stone and ceramic chapters. Our variety of mosaics offers a brilliant solution for any design criteria and ranges from tumbled glass squares and rounds to frosted glass with metal, ceramic, and crushed glass accents. All glass mosaics are emulsified color-thru body for intense color resolution and brilliance.


Special Notes:
Setting Material: White polymer modified thin set mortars meeting ANSI 118.4 or 118.11 are recommended for Chapter 1 Suite Glass mosaics. Organic Adhesives (Mastics) are not recommended due to low bond strengths. Epoxy adhesives are not recommended due to low flexibility. Always check with setting material manufacturer to ensure suitability of mortars in setting glass tiles. Cutting Tiles: A professional grade wet saw outfitted with a high quality diamond blade designed for cutting glass tiles Always cut tiles with the face up. Sanding of cut edges is recommended to “ease” sharp edge.

Samples Featured On:

620 PARKRIDGE AVE. | NORCO, CA 92860